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ABSTRACT From this view point, we can say that a modern
man-machine interface is required to be redundant,

The latest MHI Full-scale Simulator has an with human skill supported by high performance
excellent system configuration, in both flexibility real-time simulator training as well as man-machine
and extendability, and has highly sophisticated interface improvement and an instruction manual in
performance in PWR simulation by the adoption of case of an accident.
CANAC- U and PPEM odes.
It also has an instructive character to display the Concerning this matter, MHI has continued
plant's internal status, such as RCS condition, efforts to develop, design, and fabricate a real-
through animation. time simulater, based on its abundant and long-term
Further, the simulation has been verified to meet a experience with planning, design, manufacturing,
functional examination at model plant, and with a construction, and commissioning, PWR plants.
scale model test result in a two-phase flow event, In the MHI simulator, there is installed a t-
after evaluation for its accuracy. phase flow code "CANAC- I", and the well-

Thus, the Simulator can be devoted to a established, and general purpose code "PRETIVI, easy
sophisticated and broad training course on PWR to build for process control and auxiliary plant
operation. system. Therefore, HI's simulator can be widely

applied to various incidents, such as LOCA, SGTR,
MSLB, FWLB, to ERG events (e.g. loss of all AC

1. INTRODUCTION electric power, interface LOCA, etc.), RCP
malfunction of seal LOCA, and Cavitation from NPSH

The role of operation technology is very shortage of main pumps, etc.
important in reliability, safety, and availability
of nuclear power plants. The central control room Additionally, there is an added animation
forms an integrated information and control center function to display so that the interest would help
where the operators take their posts to monitor and to promote study, as education system on plant
judge using data collection, and control to keep internal behavior.
the plant operating in good order.

Moreover, it is very active now to develop and This paper was written to illustrate MHI's latest
to adopt operation support systems in industries by Full-Scale Simulator, citing a typical one with
means of improvement of data acquisition and control
systems and knowledge of engineering, as well as - Hardware system configuration,
advanced computer technology and CRT application, - Software system configuration,
etc. - Simulation model,

However, the major judgment to action have to - Educational equipment, and
be mostly entrusted to operators) but not to an - Simulation results
automatic system.

Fig. I Full - scale simulator
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2. YSTEM CONFIGURATION d) INSTRUCTIOR CONSOLE

Fig.2 shows the computer system configuration The instructor console has 3 CRT's for
for the full-scale simulator. This computer simulator control, plant monitoring and local
system, comprising a simulation computer system, an operation. The simulator control is performed on a
1/0 sub-system and a CRT sub-system, is a Dynamic Keyboard which allows quick, dialogue-type
distributed system, with each sub-system linked via touch operation on the smulator. The main
an ETHERNET. This offers system configuration functions of the simulator control are
flexibility and expendability.

- Initial condition set/save
a) SIMULATION COMPUTER SYSTEM - Go/Freeze

- Slow/Fast
This system mainly calculates simulation model - Incorrect switch check

software, and consists of a simulation computer - Malfunction
(VAX4000/500) with a 128 MByte memory and a 4 GByte - Snap shot
disk, a driver and a Post Script printer. - Back track/Retry

- Parameter monitor/modify
b) 1/0 SUB-SYSTEM - Operator's operation logging

- Instructor's operation logging
The I/O sub-system is a PC-base distribution - Pen recorder selection

I/O system that comprises 3 I/O Processors (PC/AT) - Remote control, etc.
and process IO's, which are connected with 1/0
processors via ARCNET. The process I/O's handle e) LDCAL OPERATION CONSOLE
approximately 5,500 points of digital output, 3500
points of digital input, 32 points of analog input, The local operation console comprises a CRT
and 600 points of analog output. with a touch-panel, and a general-purpose

controller.
c) CRT SUB-SYSTB4 The CRT displays local operation and monitoring

screens, wich allow the local operation to be
This system consists of a CRT computer (VAX performed by touching the flow diagram. The local

St4000/60) and some CRT processors. The CRT operation console is placed in a separate zone to
processors support 1024 x1,28O dots, 20-inch full- improve training effectiveness.
graphic color CRT's, request panels, touch panels The number of the screens is approximately 50,
and a color hard copier. with approximately 3000 input/output points.

f ) CONTROL BOARD

Fig.1 shows a sample of the control board.
The control board is a full-scale and replica of the
model plant. Remote
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Fig. 2 Hardware System Configuration
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3. SOFTWARE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 4. SIMULATION MODEL SFTWARE

Fig.3 shows the software system configuration. Fig.4 shows the simulation model configuration.
The software system consists of, a simulator control The simulation model software consists of two
software, simulation model software and man-machine simulation codes developed by MHI. CANAC- U code
interface software. /3/, and PRETTY code 2/. The CANAC-II code

describes PWR's main system including RCS, CORE, S/G
a) SIMULATOR CONTROL SOFTWARE and C/V. And the PRETTY code describes the

Auxiliary plant system including the control
The simulator control software consists of an system, the process network system and the electric

instructor program and a development program. The network system. The simulation model is capable of
instructor program performs various instructor simulating a wide range of incidents such as AFC/GF
functions such as Go/Freeze, Backtrack, Retry, operation, Load Follow operation, ERG operation and
Malfunction and so forth, while the development various malfunctions which include approximately 240
program performs various development functions such items at 840 locations including severe accidents
as initial calculation. such as LOCA. All the programs for the simulation

model are general-purpose programs and only need
b) SIMULATION MODEL SOFTWARE data base alteration to serve different plants.

The simulation model software consists of an 4-1. CANAC-II CODE
initial calculation program and transient
calculation program. The initial calculation The CANAC- If code consists of an RCS model and
program reads input data and generates a new a main components model such as S/G, C/V and Core
simulation model database. The transient model.
calculation program, is segmented into multitasks
along a user-assigned Task block. Each task is a) RCS MDEL
woken in parallel by each CPU and exchange data
with each other with a shared memory. Setting up The RCS model calculates the thermal and
the scheduling parameters such as time-step and hydraulic dynamics of the reactor coolant system by
precedence relation may also be performed by the means of a two-phase non-equilibrium model (2TIV),
development function. and the velocity difference between the vapor and

liquid phases is treated by a drift flux model.
c) MAN-MACHINE IWERFACE SFTWARE This model is a node/link type general purpose

program and can construct RCS by using the
The man-machine interface software consists of elementary components such as flow node, flow link,

an I/O program and a CRT program. The 1/0 program metal node, heat link and so forth.
runs on each I/O processor and supports the process It allows the simulation of two-phase flow
I/O's ocally. The CRT program makes use of CAD accidents such as LOCA, SGTR and so forth.
software which allows the user to modify or add Recently, the model was upgraded to treat non-
screens without the need for any programming. condensable gas, so this code is based on steam

phase energy and mass balance, water phase energy
Simulator Cormal Software and mass balance, and non-condensable gas (N2 and

H2) mass balance.

Ml b) RCP MODEL
The RCP model calculates the dynamics of

reactor coolant pumps. It takes the supply voltage,
on Prog. frequency, volumetric flow rate and water density

into consideration. It is capable of simulating a
wide range of operations, from normal operation
such as start-up and coast-down to major accidents

SinwLauon Mc" Detsbasa such as a locked rotor or broken shaft.

Vo SW- CRT --

Simulation Model Software Man -machine I/F Software J

Fig.3 Software System Configuration
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e) /G MODEL each element. The POL has approximately 100 types
of elements such as 

The /G model simulates thermal and hydraulic - Analog elements eq. Adder, PID controllers, etc.
dynamics on the secondary side of the steam - ogical elements: eq. AND, OR, NOT, Flip-Flop, etc.
generator and the steam header, including N2 gas
and structure metals. Basically this model is based b). PROCESS NETWORK SYSTEM
on the equilibrium model (ITIV-D) to save CPU
power. The noding consists of 9 node 6 for the The Process network system is described by
heating region, for the riser region, for the means of the NDE/LINK model, which calculates
steam dome, and for the down comer. simplified thermal and hydraulic dynamics of any

This model can provide a wide range of process network systems of water, steam or air by
simulations, from cold shut down to major accidents connecting node elements with link elements and
such as SGTR, MSLB and FWLB. giving specific parameters to each element.

The NDEAINK has approximately 30 types of elements
d) C/V MODEL including:

- Flow node elements eq. Tanks, Pipes, etc.
The C/V model simulates the C/V itself and the - Flow link elements eq. Valves, Pumps, etc.

sprays, fans, sump tank and heat sink. It allows - Heat link elements eq. Heat exchangers, etc.
accurate simulation of pressure and temperature The node/link model also includes major steam
behavior in the C/V at the time of LOCA, MSLB, and turbine system components such as a Turbine, a
FWLB, for example. Condenser, a Deaerator and so forth, which cover

e) CORE MEL all process system except RCS.

The valve model is made of two models, a
The core model calculates neutron dynamics by detailed model and a simple model. The detailed

means of a multi-mesh 2-group diffusion model with model calculates the dynamics of the air operated
a 6-groups for delayed neutron and a 6-group for valve and includes a positioner, booster relay and
decay heat. The number of mesh divisions is 30 in an air system. The valve model includes
the axial direction. The core model includes a approximately 10 types of elements which are used
quasi-three dimensional neutron dynamics model which in PWR plants.
allows such simulations as an assembly-wise radial
power distribution and Xenon oscillation behavior at c) ELECTRIC NEMRK SYSTEM
the time of control rod drop incidents. It also
includes RDM and NIS models. The electric network system is described by

means of an electric model, which calculates the
4-2. PRETTY CODE electrical dynamics of in-plant and off-site

electric network. The electric model includes a
The PRETTY code consists of a control system, generator and an exciter model, as well as a load

process network system and electric network system. current model. It allows accurate simulation of
voltage, power, frequency and synchronization phase

a) CONTROL SYSTEM behavior at the time of load rejection, AFC/GF

The control system is described by POL (Problem operation and so forth.
Oriented Language), which calculates the dynamics
of any control system by connecting elements with
analog and logical signals and giving parameters to

a cm /V. 3/0 Som

PREM CODE PM 1111-

_�l Mm
I -

(Pit I MARY SYSTEM) (SECONDARY SYSTEM)

Fig. 4 simulation Model Configuration
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5. EDUCATION SSTEM 6. RESULTS OF SIMULATION

The education system has been now enhanced. It 6-1. LOCA (cold leg 4 inch break)
is now an integration of a precedent educational
CRT screen and a classroom replay system. Figs.7-9 show a comparison of the experimental

This system is based on the UNIX/X-Window results of the "cold leg 4 inch break" and CANAC-
system. It is connected to Simulator by an Analysis results, as an example.
ETHERNET, and can display on-line animation The test was performed using an experimental
visually from CANAC-11 output, such as RCS and S/G apparatus, 1270 scale model of a 3-loop PR plant
(secondary side) status, using gradations of color shown in Fig.G. As observed, the analysis results
or bubbling pattern. obtained through the CANAC- ]I code is consistent

It is also able to display pop-up trend graphs, with the experiment results, and the simulation
real-time trend graphs and long-term historical system is well recognized. 4/
trend graphs, very easily by CRT touch operation.

Moreover, it has an off-line replay function so
that it can be adopted for supplementary training
in the classroom.

The main functions of the education system are as
follows:

a) Real-time animation function
- Temperature distribution (liquid phase, gas phase)
- Void fraction distribution
- Flow rate distribution
- Boron density distribution
- Gas density disribution
b) Pop-up trend graph
c) Real-time trend graph
d) Long time historical-trend graph(20 hours) N
e) Off-line replay (Class Room replay) function A�J-

- Real-time replay
- Fast replay ( x 10) Fig-6 Bird's eye view t e experiment apparatus
- Pause or stop replay

is
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5(* 7. CONCLUSIONS
Ot" of . heated sodon

0560� bod.. th' 
450 Experiment 41120- W.. th. top We have highlighted the features of Japan's

-- - Analysis latest PWR simulation.
j3 400 - The codes, CANAC-11 and PRETTY, used by MHI are

an acceptable combination with high grade functions
E 350 to simulate a broad range of simulations, from
E normal operation to two-phase flow events so that

3W
E effective training has been realized not only normal

operation from start-up to shutdown but also
2W anticipated events, such as ERG-case or beyond-

200 1 AC design base accident training.
150 300 It is also provids an instructive function to

450 600 750 900 1050 1200 1350 1500

time (see) display dynamic internal plant conditions, through
Fig.9 Fuel rod surface temperatures realistic animation, as opposed to conventional,

static tabular or graph expressions.
Further development on other including a mid-

6-2. 95% WAD REDUCTION loop operation model is ongoing to respond to the
needs of professional education corresponding to

Figs.10-12 are typically shown comparing 95 state-of-the-art nuclear plant systems.

Load Reduction Test results at model plant to the We believe that this Simulator should be
simulation results. The simulation results show a
correspondence with the test results, .and it is also continuously improved to be better adopted to PWR
well recognized. plant conditions, in reliability, safety, and

so availability, including the following 
Experiment result a) To make simulation model that is more precise

so- result and of a higher grade, with advanced computer
performance, including

40- - Severe accident model (core melt)
- Three dimensional thermal and hydraulic mdel

ID 30- b) To develop an appropriate educational support
system applying the latest computer technology

20 - including VR, multi-media, etc.
c) To develop an integrated training system with a

lo training simulator, combined with a training
6 360 600 900 1260. evaluation system and supplementary education

time (sac) systems, etc.
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